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Detailed ray tracing, of wave propagation in a plasma near electron cyclotron resonances, suggests
that refraction can lead to reduced absorption, in some cases. By studying the full wave equation for
the ordinary wave near the fundamental, in a slab model, it is shown that such refraction does indeed
reduce absorption, for this particular case, but that wave energy tunnelling can significantly modify
the result. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~98!04504-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of electron cyclotron resonant heating requ
a description of wave propagation through a plasma,
which Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin~WKB! ray tracing1 is a
routine technique. Much ray tracing has been done using
cold plasma dispersion relation to calculate the path of
rays. However, recent work2–6 has shown that warm plasm
contributions to the dispersion relation, close to the re
nance, can result in significant refraction effects. In cert
cases, these can prevent wave energy reaching a reson
and so eliminate absorption. Ray tracing near a resona
though, should be treated with caution, as the WKB con
tions of validity often break down. Here, we look at a fu
wave calculation for a wave near an electron cyclotron re
nance, and compare the results with those of ray trac
Earlier workers7–10 studied full wave equations for wav
propagation in magnetic field gradients, but did not consi
a component of the wave vector in the direction perpend
lar to both the field and its gradient~which we shall later take
as they-direction!. The inclusion of this wave vector com
ponent will allow us to study the wave refraction effects se
in Refs. 2–6.

Specifically, we shall examine the ordinary mode prop
gating in a warm plasma, perpendicularly to an applied m
netic field, approaching the fundamental resonance from
low field side. We consider a slab model, with inhomoge
ity in the x-direction and the magnetic field lying in th
z-direction. The wave then propagates in thex-y plane and
resonates with the fundamental (v5vce) at x50. About the
resonance we may Taylor expand the field as

B~x!5B~0!S 12
x

L D1O~x2!. ~1!

a!Electronic mail: darren@astro.gla.ac.uk
8831070-664X/98/5(4)/883/6/$15.00
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The plasma is assumed to be weakly relativis
(m5mec

2/kTe@1) and so has an absorption wid
(d5L/m) that is much smaller than the scale length of t
macroscopic plasma parameters, but may be comparab
the wavelength of the propagating wave.

II. WAVE EQUATIONS

We wish to compare a full wave equation treatment
our system with that of ray tracing—where the path of t
wave is calculated and the absorption is integrated along
path. We shall distinguish between ray tracing following ra
given by the cold plasma dispersion relation~cold plasma ray
tracing! and rays given by the weakly relativistic dispersio
relation ~hot plasma ray tracing!.

Our derivation of the full wave equation follows Ref. 1
The resulting equation is

d

dxF $11 f ~x!%
dEz

dx G1F2$11 f ~x!%ky
21

d f

dx
ky1

v22vpe
2

c2 G
3Ez50, ~2!

where

f ~x!5
1

2

vpe
2

vce
2

F7/2S m
v2vce

v D .

The function denoted byF7/2 is a Dnestrovskii function.11–13

We now turn to ray tracing. Cold plasma theory gives
the ordinary mode dispersion relationNx

21Ny
2

5N'cold
2 512a, wherea5vpe

2 /v2. Outside the resonanc
region, uxu@d, this describes very accurately the path of
ray, and so we may use it to describe the trajectory from
launch until it reaches the resonance region. Provideda,1
~that is, the density is below the cut off density! everywhere,
the wave will propagate towards the resonance on a ray
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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termined by cold plasma theory and will be incident on t
resonance, from the low field side, at an angleu to the
x-direction.~This incident angle will, in general, differ from
the angle of launch due to wave refraction as the wave t
els towards the resonance region.! Local to the resonance
where we may approximate density, and hencea, as con-
stant, cold plasma theory would predict that the rays wo
propagate through the region in straight lines. However
this region warm plasma effects are significant.

The hot plasma dispersion relation can be calculated
a WKB solution of Eq.~2!, namely,

N'
2 5Nx

21Ny
25

12a

11 f
. ~3!

Far from resonance (f→0) we have the cold plasm
limit with N'

2 5N'cold
2 . We are considering, as stated abov

the trajectory of a wave incident from the low field sid
where, as there is no absorption, theF function is real. As
the wave moves towards the resonanceN'

2 , and conse-
quentlyNx

2 , will decrease monotonically. IfNy
2 is above the

threshold value ofN'
2 at the resonance, Fig. 1~a!, Nx

2 will go
to zero at some point (x5xcuto f f) and the wave will be re-
fracted away before reaching the resonance@Fig. 1~b!#. This
would occur for angles of incidence above a critical an
(ucrit) given by

cosec2 ucrit511
a

5
, ~4!

where we have noted13 that atx50, F7/252/5. According to
hot plasma ray tracing then, rays incident withu>ucrit will
experience no absorption.

To study the full wave equation in the vicinity of th
fundamental, we use the local magnetic field approximat
Eq. ~1!, and rescalex to the cold plasma inverse wave num
ber, to get

d

dx8
F $11 f 8%

dEz

dx8
G1F12 f 8tan2 u1

d f8

dx8
tan uGEz50,

~5!

where

f ~x8!5
a

2
F7/2S x8

d8 cosu
D , d85

vL

mc
~12a!1/2,

and

x85x
v

c
~12a!1/2 cosu.

This equation can then be integrated numerically, w
boundary conditions for low field incidence, for various va
ues of the parametersa andd8, and different angles of inci-
dence,u.

Figures 2~a!–2~c! show plots of transmission, reflectio
and absorption, against the angle of incidence, fora50.5
and three different values ofd8, corresponding to plasma
that have small, intermediate and large optical thicknes
respectively. In each case, cold plasma ray tracing predic1 a
transmitted wave with refraction,R50, transmission,
T5exp(2t) and absorption,A512T, wheret is the optical
thickness given by
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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t5
pd8

4
secu. ~6!

Hot plasma ray tracing would agree with this foru,ucrit ,
but then would predict total reflection thereafter.

Despite the inability of cold plasma ray tracing to d
scribe the reflection seen in the hot plasma theory, and he
give an accurate measure of absorption in all cases, it d
give a good description of the transmission in all parame
ranges. This is in agreement with previous work,4,7–10 for
u50, and is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the casea50.5 and
d850.5.

FIG. 1. Refraction of the wave by thex cutoff for a50.5. ~a! Refractive
index; ~b! ray path.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 2. Power flow fora50.5 and~a! d850.1, ~b! d850.5 and~c! d55.
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The full wave picture is more complicated than th
given by ray tracing. Wave energy tunnelling through t
evanescent region is the extra ingredient introduced by
full wave analysis and leads to finite transmission and
sorption foru.ucrit . The amount of tunnelling is crucially
dependent on the value ofd8.

For smalld8 @Fig. 2~a!# the plasma is optically thin and
hence there is strong transmission belowucrit , in good
agreement with ray tracing. However, due to tunnellin
strong transmission continues even aboveucrit , and so we
see a marked difference from hot plasma ray tracing.

For intermediated8 @Fig. 2~b!# the picture is even more
complicated. Full wave effects mean that we now see refl
tion for u,ucrit and, once more, there is significant tran
mission, due to tunnelling, foru.ucrit . Most significantly,
there is appreciable absorption~over 30%! at ucrit , where
hot plasma ray tracing predicts complete reflection.

Finally, large d8 @Fig. 2~c!# results are much more in
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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agreement with hot plasma ray tracing. Absorption is gen
ally strong belowucrit and then negligible above it. This i
due to the large tunnelling region. However, it should
noted that here full wave effects lead to large reflection
angles belowucrit .

The key parameter, in describing tunnelling,
d8 cosu5kxcoldd, the ratio of the absorption width to the in
verse wave number of the cold plasma wave in thex direc-
tion ~which can be thought of as the width of the resonan
region in terms of wavelengths of the incoming wave!. This
is illustrated in Figs. 4~a!–4~c!: contour plots of reflection,
transmission and absorption, respectively, againsta and
d8 cosu for u5ucrit , where hot plasma ray tracing predic
complete reflection.

For values ofd8 cosu well above unity, the tunnelling
region is much larger than a wavelength, and so reflectio
high, with little wave energy reaching the absorption regio
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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886 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 4, April 1998 McDonald et al.
FIG. 3. Comparison of transmission coefficients, from full wave and opa
calculations, fora50.5 andd850.5.
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
This is in good agreement with hot plasma ray tracing. F
values ofd8 cosu well below unity, however, the tunnelling
region is smaller than a wavelength, so reflection becom
small and most wave energy reaches the absorption reg
This is consistent with cold plasma ray tracing. At the sa
time, though, the absorption width is also much less tha
wavelength and so most of the wave energy reaching
resonance passes through as transmitted power. This m
that the region for which maximum absorption takes pla
results from a trade off between these two extremes w
d8 cosucrit'0.4 for which the absorption is around 40%
Consequently, it is correct to say that refraction effects p
vent absorption of most of the rf power foru>ucrit .

To see the trajectory of a wave, we must study a gro
of waves. This is done by taking the superposition of t
plane wave solutions of Eq.~2!, E(x;ky ,v), with a Gaussian
amplitude distribution aboutky0 of width dky ,
ated

FIG. 4. Contour plots showing~a! reflection,~b! transmission and~c! ab-
sorption of wave energy from the fundamental resonance, calcul
through integration of the full wave equation, Eq.~5!.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Egroup~x;ky0 ,dky ,v!5E
2`

`

dkyE~x;ky ,v!

3expF2
~ky2ky0!2

dky
2 G . ~7!

A typical such wave group, using parameters typical
the Tokamak de Varennes,14 is shown in Fig. 5, with the ho
plasma ray superimposed on top of it. The parameters ta
correspond toa50.773 andd850.455, and an angle of in
cidence higher thanucrit .

The wave group is incident from the bottom right a
approaches the resonance region, where we see a co
cated structure due to the superposition of incident and
flected waves. We then see the wave split into a transmi
part, that propagates to the left, and a refracted part pro
gating to the right. The total reflected power is 50.9%,
total transmitted power is 19.7% and the total absorption
29.4%.

We see that the path of the group envelope agr
closely with that of hot plasma ray tracing, but we also n
that there is now significant transmitted power. As we hav
bundle of waves, we would expect some transmission to
predicted by hot plasma ray tracing—corresponding to
small number of rays withu,ucrit568.5°—but this would
be small and antisymmetric, in contrast to the symme
19.7% transmission seen here. Thus, hot plasma ray tra
describes the trajectory of the refracted wave group well,
does not describe the wave splitting.

III. DISCUSSION

Our analysis, of the full wave calculation for the ord
nary wave in a slab model, has allowed us to study the c
respondence between ray tracing and the more exact the
The degree of correspondence has been shown to be de

FIG. 5. Contour plot of a finite width wave forne053.031019 m23,
B052.0 T,R0583 cm,Te50.5 keV with angle of launchu570° and spread
of 2°. The bold line denotes the trajectory of the hot plasma ray.
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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dent on a tunnelling parameter,kxcoldd, the ratio of the ab-
sorption width to the inverse wave number in the direction
the field gradient. We have seen that forkxcoldd@1, refrac-
tion prevents absorption, in agreement with hot plasma
tracing. However, forkxcoldd!1, wave tunnelling results in
a reduction of this refraction effect and most wave ene
does indeed reach the resonance layer, in agreement
cold plasma ray tracing, although for such parameters
sorption will be small. Forkxcoldd;1 we will see absorp-
tion, together with a combination of both reflection an
transmission~wave splitting!, which can only be described
by a full wave calculation.

If we look at parameters typical of the Compact Asse
bly Tokamak ~COMPASS-D15!:—major radius (R0) 0.557
cm, central magnetic field (B0) 2.14 T, central electron tem
perature (Te) 0.6 keV ~i.e., at the start of the auxiliary hea
ing phase! and central electron density (ne0) 3.131019

m23—we will have, atu5ucrit , kxcoldd50.16. ForTe55
keV ~at the end of plasma heating! we would have
kxcoldd51.31 atu5ucrit . The behavior at the beginning o
the heating phase will differ dramatically from the comple
reflection predicted by hot plasma ray tracing. Reflection w
in fact be around 30% and transmission around 40%.
wards the end of the heating, reflection does become m
significant~up to around 70%! but we still see a noticeable
departure from the hot plasma ray tracing. It should be no
however, that the smallness ofkxcoldd will result in a low
absorption coefficient and, as a result, second harmo
extra-ordinary mode heating is favoured on such exp
ments. The second harmonic extra-ordinary mode has a
nificantly shorter wavelength which will result in values fo
kxcoldd above unity, suggesting better agreement with
plasma ray tracing. However, we have not dealt with t
case specifically in this paper and so further work remain
be done to demonstrate this explicitly.

For typical parameters of the Joint European To
~JET16!:—R053 m, B052.7 T, Te50.5 keV and
ne055.031019 m23, at u5ucrit , we would have
kxcoldd50.89, rising tokxcoldd58.9 for Te55 keV. Hence,
if electron cyclotron resonant heating at the fundamen
were employed on a tokamak of this size or larger, we wo
expect hot plasma ray tracing to describe wave propaga
for all but the lower end of the heating phase, and so
would see large amounts of refraction away from the re
nance region for angles of incidence aboveucrit .
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